1. Planning & Getting started

The electric vehicle build programme for New Zealand schools!
Take up the challenge to use an electric bike kit to power an
electric bike or cart of your own design, and outdo your friends
on Race Day!

EVOLOCITY BUILD SERIES
THE SERIES OF RESOURCES WILL INCLUDE:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Get started: Deciding what to build and getting organised
Steering and wheels
Chassis
Body work and aerodynamics
Transmission
Controller
CAD tutorial series using Fusion 360 (free to schools)
Innovation – gathering and displaying data
Scrutineering
Training and preparing for Race Day

What
could
we
build?

Let’s have a look at
the photos on the
next slides to
check out some
design features in
past projects. You
can then get
creative and come
up with your own
designs!

BIKES
Burt Munro inspired some
of these designs. They have
been sectioned,
streamlined, low C of G use
bike gears.

Firefighters from Waikato Diocesan
School.

This has a CAD designed middle
section with batteries etc
sandwiched between sheets of MDF.
Very professional and fast (60kph).

Two light, strong and fast bamboo bikes.

Most of these have the motor
driving the pedal crank axle to
allow the bike gears to be used.

Monowheels appeared in
2019.

A smooth efficient ride.

Some great scooters last year.

CARTS

Carts can
be 3 or 4
wheeled.

Teams build both of these types and try to get the centre of gravity as low as possible for stability.
Some teams use the back wheel and frame of a bike to make a three-wheeled cart which also allows
the bike gears and brakes to be used. Four-wheeled vehicles have good stability.
In this adventurous 3wheeler., the drivers
RHS has two front
wheels welded back to
back and both steer. It
could turn in its own
length!

Some 3-wheeled variations.

Some 4-wheeled variants.

WOODEN
VEHICLES

Bamboo is light and very strong. Both these
vehicles were beautifully built and performed well.

A very
impressive
plywood
build.

This 4 wheeled cart
was built from MDF
under a surf board.

Wood has good strength, is easy
to work with at home and is
sustainable.

Laura & her Dad built this entirely
from wood with a Coreflute body
shell. She loved the engineering
challenges almost as much as
driving it.

ALUMINIUM VEHICLES
Aluminium
framed light,
durable carts.
Fully aluminium
builds made these
cart light. It was a
sweet runner (and
quick!).
Another superbly
built light vehicle
from Rod and
Josh, George and
James from the
Big Brother Big
Sister programme.

TRANSMISSIONS

While direct drives are simple, the
electric motors have strong turning force
(torque). At low revs they don’t keep this
up. Gears are needed to keep using the
torque to achieve higher speeds.

Some variations of the motor
driving the pedal crank. These
leave the full bike gears
available to take advantage of
the high torque but quick rev of
this electric motor.
Waimea C used a variable speed
drive in this vehicle along with an
X Box to steer it.

Direct drives.

STEERING SYSTEMS
This vehicle has
an effective
steering system
that was steered
by two levers
that leaned the
bike at the same
time.

A common system where
turning the steering
wheel pushes one wheel
and pulls the other to go
round a corner.
Trike with simple, direct
handlebar steering.

These all use small bike front wheel systems for the front wheels. They are
connected at the handlebars in some way. The white cart has them connected by a
rope which winds around a drum attached to the steering wheel before going on
to the other wheel – similar to the steering system in a yacht.

This cart didn’t
even have a
steering wheel.
It was steered
by an X-Box.

BODY SHELL MATERIALS

Composites

Aluminium

Bodies of Coreflute

INNOVATIVE ENGINEERING

This excellent performer got
its batteries charged as it
raced.

A lot of carbon fibre in this
very light & fast cart.

This superbly built cart had full
gearing, a CAD designed
bonnet. King pins in the front
could be inverted and smaller
wheels fitted to lower the
vehicle.

Strong, effective
braking system.

Te Aroha C vehicle
used a surfboard as
their chassis.
Sonja built a
differential into
her back axle.

Excellent lightweight cart
from Geraldine.

This trike tilted all
wheels as it cornered –
like a bike would. This
helped the spoked
wheels to work safely as
they were designed for
tilting.

You have a choice of
competition classes
using the power options
below

Competition classes
(bikes or carts)
1. Standard kit (as shown)
Parts (as shown):
1. Throttle
2. Brake handles
3. Key switch
4. Motor & gearbox
5. Chain
6. Motor mount
7. Motor controller
8. Sprocket & free wheel ratchet
9. Smart charger
10. Light with battery charge indicator
EVolocity sells these kits and Electroflash distributes
them. Inquiries: sales@electroflash.co.nz

2. Open class
Using batteries and motor kit of your choice up to a power limit of 1kW.
Teams buy this solution themselves.

10.

6.

1.

7.

2.
3.

8.

4.
9.

5.

Plus 2 x 12V high density gel batteries

Note: The silver box is the controller that links the throttle turn to control power put
out to the motor. In the interests of durability it is pegged back to 80% of possible
output. EVolocity has a replacement unit that can be programmed in Build Day 2 to
output 100%.

GETTING UNDERWAY
You may wish to build your
vehicle on your own, but
projects like this can be
more fun, include more
ideas and be built more
quickly if it is done as a
small team. Larger teams
are cumbersome as they are
often more difficult to get
together and organise.
Note: All of this can be shared with your
team using video conferencing via Zoom
(free), Skype. Facetime or WhatsApp etc.

STARTING OUT:
•

Discuss what you want to build with your friends. Should it be a bike or
a cart?

•

What can we find to make it out of? (old bikes from recycling depots,
aluminium, composites, wood, bamboo, coreflute, etc)

•

Read the Design Guidelines and Competition Categories and make a
note of what you want to achieve and what the competitions require.
Download these documents from www.evolocity.co.nz

•

Share some sketches of what you could build

•

Take a look at 2019 designs in the previous slides

•

Work out which design will perform best and can be built by your team
and its resources

•

Agree on what the broad design features will be for your vehicle

Building as a team
Grab some friends, sort out what parts of the build they
would like to work on then allocate leaders roles to
them. Each person should lead their delegated area but
also be able to work on other parts of the build under
someone else’s leadership.
Leaders will have to take responsibility for their area of
the build, bring the product in on schedule and be clear
how each team’s contribution will fit together to make
the complete vehicle.
Have each team make a ‘guesstimate’ of the time they
will take to complete their part of the work. We can then
start to put a timeline together.
Your team can be as big or as small as you want.

Rod

Steering &
chassis

Shelley

Body shell

Will

Electrics &
programming

Jane

Report, Show,
Management

Jack

Transmission

Discussions & decisions
Make some team decisions of what you want to build
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Bike or Cart (trike or 4 wheels)
Standard or Open class
Chassis material
Body shell
Transmission

Sketch and discuss the design and features you would like to include.
Decisions may be influenced by further research and team discussion.

Design process
This design model for developing a
product has been simplified for use in
schools.

Decide what you
want to build
Evaluate
Describe it
Build it

Start with what you want to achieve and
work around the circle developing your
design.
At each stage you should try to build on
your ideas, reflect and improve them.
The thinking time at the start saves a lot
of time at the end. It also helps to
develop common understandings
across the team.

Mock ups
Investigate and
research options

Develop ideas
Design process Kimbell 1986

Refining /
sketching /
drawing

Coming to terms with
timeframes
Each team should estimate the time to complete their part of the
build. This isn’t easy but ensures most steps get considered while
there is still time to adjust them and ensure the vehicle gets finished.
Considerations will move teams through phases like these shown
below. This list may not be complete nor accurate but should lead to
discussions that will shape the design and build process.
Research

Drawing

Parts ordering

Prototyping

Improving

Finishing

Some of these stages will take less time than others

Coming to terms with
timeframes
qTally the total time for each team, decide your start time and draw
the team timeline on the following calendar. Juggle the start times
etc, to ensure you are finished by 1 September.
qRepeat this for each team taking part in the build of your vehicle.
qYou should now have a project timeline and the start of a plan
qNote: Teams can be working on different parts of the vehicle can
do so at the same time.
qThe Manager should check each stage has a realistic timeframe to
ensure the vehicle is completed by 1 September.

Scheduling your build
•
•
•
•

Download a calendar from

https://annystudio.com/calendars/2020/2020year-planner-vert-sun.png

Enter in the dates of the school
holidays
Overlay the coloured strips
showing the time needed for each
build teams work
Check there is enough time for
each part to be integrated into the
vehicle

Keeping records
Engineers keep detailed records of
what they do in each stage of a build,
along with comments evaluating how
effective the design will be and outline
ideas for improvement.
In this way ideas do not get lost, honest
evaluations lead to improvements
before changes are hard to make, other
people can follow what is being done
and it provides a useful record of the
project.

How can you do this most easily?
Each team could make a daily record of
what they achieve under the headings
on the next slide and email it with
photos/sketches etc to the Team
Manger. The manager could then
collate the emails into a Build Record
for your whole team (in MS Word).

Keeping records
Suggested headings
Tasks: Today we…
Comments: (Evaluations and
suggestions for next time)
Time: Estimate how far through the
build you are

(don’t forget to include
photos, sketches, a
scrapbook, journal,
drawings or videos!)

Getting your project underway
Outcomes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Develop sketches of your design.
List the design features the team wants included.
Try listing the jobs to be done (you can use software like Trello).
Allocate these tasks to your build teams.
Get them to research ideas, skills parts and time needed to complete their part of the
build.
Send these to the Team Manager to compile.
Develop your timeline.
Put a rough budget together of bits that w ill have to be bought.
Describe any skills you think you will need to learn.
Start your blog.

Note:
Lots of help is available on Build Days and with EVolocity mentors. Talk to your Regional
Coordinator Resources are available for each area of design.

Getting your project underway
There will be lots of questions to discuss, like:

What help and skills are we going to need?

How manoeuvrable does it need to be?
What budget will we present to our teacher?
How can we get the C of G lower?
How will it steer?

What is the chassis going to be made of?

How will the builds of each part of the team fit
together?

Let’s get cracking with drawings, listing tasks, setting timelines and starting out blog!

Some inspirational electric vehicles visited
EVolocity 2014

The fastest electric
motor bike and sidecar
– as raced by Kevin
Clemens to success at
the Isle of Man TT and
several records at
Bonnevile Salt Flats.

The Kilojoule streamliner is the worlds fastest
motor cycle sidecar combination built by Eva
Hakannson (recently lecturing at the University
of Auckland). Eva says that motor cycles are
for Girls!
The secret to achieving the insane speed of
434kph? Clever engineering, optimisation and
organisation…. and a battery pack of 1210
cordless tool cells.

Bill Dube launching the
Kilacycle, the worlds fastest
motor cycle from 0 to
100kph in 0.97s!!!
A key issue is getting
enough traction to use all
of the power.

